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BIG BAND CLAN
By Vanesa Villar, Xavi Borrell

Written by Pep Bras
Xavier Bertran
Esther Paredes
Cast Berta Castañé , Aina Picarolo , Guillermo Lasheras
Produced by El Terrat
Sales Agent Contact producer

In every school there is a classroom made available to families
one hour before lessons start: it's the extra hour, synonym of
boredom. However, what Ana and her brother Dani don't know, is
that their lives are about to change because in their new school,
that classroom is in fact Dr. Einstein's laboratory. They will spend
time there with their classmates, creating the greatest
brotherhood of all time: The Big Band Clan.
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CATALUNYA EXPERIENCE II
By Xavier Brichs

Written by Bet Solé
Manu Alonso
Núria Borniquel
Samantha Vall
Cast
Produced by Televisió de Catalunya
Sales Agent Televisió de Catalunya

You only live once. That's the motto of the guests who participate
in the Catalunya Experience, because this program offers them
some of the most amazing experiences of their lives.
A Korean TV presenter; a South African travel blogger; a Dutch
nature photographer; an instagrammer; a London actor, a French
museum specialist; an American film producer; and a Polish
meteorologist all spend several days in Catalonia as the guests of
program host Ivana Miño.
The participants are people of different ages and backgrounds,
with diverse personal and professional interests, who have their
first encounter with Catalonia's landscape, cuisine, culture and
customs.
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DINAMIKS
DINÀMIKS

By Montse Narro

Written by Dani Jiménez
Cast
Produced by Televisió de Catalunya

Education/

Sales Agent Televisió de Catalunya

Colour/

Dani Jiménez, science pro and great entertainer, presents a fast
paced and cheerful program that makes science fun, easy,
exciting, and great entertainment for the whole family.
The highly visual experiments are illustrated step-by-step, so
viewers can easily and successfully do the same experiments at
home. The presenter also poses a number of interesting questions
that have surprising answers and that are illustrated with
experiments to help understand better the explanations. Viewers
learn things like why popcorn pops, why fish don't fart or why
fakirs can sleep on a bed of nails without feeling any discomfort.
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ECONOMICS IN COLOURS
ECONOMIA EN COLORS

By Oriol Bosch, Tian Riba

Written by Xavier Sala i Martin
Tian Riba
Cast
Education/

Produced by El Terrat
Sales Agent Contact producer

Xavier Sala Martín, a well-known, charismatic and quite unique
economist, brings us closer to economics through entertainment,
as he shows us how economics can get you hooked, how it isn't
something distant or abstract but in fact something very present
in our everyday lives. Because economics, just like Sala Martin's
jackets, can be full of colour.
This programme manages to talk about economy on a mainstream
channel in prime time, and shows that if the speaker is a good
communicator, it stops being a dull topic to burst into colourful life.
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EL MAGO POP 48 HORAS CON...
By Vanesa Villar, Rosa Olucha

Written by Diego San José
David Escardó
Cast Antonio Diaz , El Mago Pop
Produced by El Terrat
Sales Agent Contact producer

Education/
Colour/

Antonio Díaz, known as El Mago Pop (The Pop Magician), is one of
the best magicians in Spain and the one with the greatest
international impact. In this programme, he spends 48 hours with a
famous person, turning into their shadow and performing magic
tricks tailored just for them, their family, friends and anyone else
who crosses their path. Antonio visits the person at home, at their
place of work and in their moments of free time.
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GLOPS
By Carles Xuriguera, Fel Faixedas

Written by Anna Espinach
Cast Carles Xuriguera , Fel Faixedas
Produced by Imagic
Sales Agent Contact producer
Documentary/
Catalan

Glops is a TV format through which we will discover who does
what and who is who in the Catalan winemaking industry.
Hosted by Carles Xuriguera and Fel Faixedas, in each episode
we'll approach the wine world through a particular topic.
A journey across the country, the bottles, and especially, the souls
of those who make wine possible.
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GREAT RIDE... BARCELONA II
GR BARCELONA II

By Marc de las Heras

Written by Marc de las Heras
Cast
Produced by Televisió de Catalunya

Adventure/

Sales Agent Televisió de Catalunya

Colour/

Barcelona is widely recognized for itsd rich artistic and cultural
legacy featuring intenationally-enowned figures including Gaudí,
Picasso, Joan Miró and many more.It also boasts a reputation as a
lively and welcoming city that wins over the hearts of all who set
foot there.
Marc de las Heras, a seasoned traveler and adventurer, offers and
insider's view of the many different corners of this fascinating city.
We see it from new and different perspectives: meeting its people,
hearing their stories and learning about the different
neighbourhoods and those living the sho instill them with life.
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KUKUROTA
By Sonia Sánchez, Jaume Sañé

Written by Sonia Sánchez
Jaume Sañé
Cast
Produced by Televisió de Catalunya
Sales Agent Televisió de Catalunya

Education/

Others/

Dolby Stereo/

Kukurota is an entertainment programme targeting children and
family audiences. It aims to open up the animal and nature world
to young boys and girls through a funny perspective. Each
episode is a true adventure in which children have fun learning all
sorts of facts about animals from around the world.
The format is agile and friendly, and each episode is structured
around a single subject that stirs the viewers' imagination and
curiosity with always fascinating and, sometimes, stunning images.
Mind-boggling for people of all ages.
Kukurota is, all in all, a fun learning experience.
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OH MY GOIG
By Aïda Torrent Ciudad

Written by Anna Soldevila
Noemí Elvira
Cast
Produced by Camille Zonca
Sales Agent Contact producer

Education/
Catalan

Sex education is not just about prevention and reproduction. It is
also about understanding emotions, pleasure, sexual rights and
freedom. Oh My Goig is an educational and transmedia project for
Barcelona Televisió that aims to inform and raise awareness
among teenagers (and pre-teens) about sexuality.
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